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Black Team etched their name on the PPL23 trophy. K S Murthy Deputy Managing Director at Toyo Ink India felicitated the winning team 
members, including, the team captain Ashok Holkar (New Rajkamal Printing Press); Sudhir Sawant (Param Packaging); Satayan Shantosh Jha; Jinesh 

Baria (Toyo Ink India); Nitish Mogarkar (Print Shoppe); Mitul Shah (Sharda Cards); and Vishal Todi (NPP Printing N Packaging).

Mr Murthy handed over the trophy to the runners up, Team Red led by Mukesh Tulsian 
(Paramount Art Printers). The team players include: Samir Onkar (Stellar Rubber Roller); 
Quaid Topiwala (Nasa Agencies); Kushal Dedhia (Creative Graphics); Pradip Pangul (Print 
Shoppe); Vaibhav Todi  (NPP Printing N Packaging); and Rahul Kulkarni (Ram Graphics).

PPL  
a celebration 
over cricket 

Come winter, printers in Mumbai each year look 
forward to participating in the Printers’ Premier 
League (PPL), a carnival of cricket for business 

owners, printers, and their families.

 Satyen Jha (Akar Limited) from Team Black received the 
Player Of Tournament trophy from Mr Murthy.

Nitesh Motwani (Print Shoppe) became the Best Batsman 
while playing from the Green Team.
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All participants at PPL form teams and bonds on and off the field. Teams play against each other; they cheer 
each other; and enjoy wins and victories. This camaraderie is the best feature of the carnival of cricket—PPL.

The Printers’ Premier League (PPL), co-organised 

by BMPA and MMS and sponsored by Toyo Ink, is 

a marquee sporting event for printers in Mumbai 

and the neighbouring cities. The day-long cricketing 

carnival was hosted at the Western Railway Ground, 

Lower Parel, Mumbai, on February 11, 2023.

I love playing cricket. That’s one 
incentive to participate in PPL. This 
was my fourth PPL. I get to meet 
people from different companies. 
Know about them and what new  
they are doing. This networking  
is an added benefit.

Nitesh Motwani of Print Shoppe

PPL is a sporting event complimented by  a host of activities designed for family 
members and the participants. Nail painting has been a hot favourite over the years.

Playing from Magenta Team, BMPA’s Nitin Bharda grabbed the Best Bowler at PPL23.

Foot Massage has been a PPL constant and much 
appreciated by players and their family members. 

The masseurs come from the National Association for 
the Blind and BMPA-MMS support the organisation 

year after year by availing their services for PPL. 

Tarot card reading is an interesting entertaining activity appreciated by 
member participants and their family and friends. These activities add 

a dash of fun and entertainment beyond the boundaries of cricket.


